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With the introduction of Internet, advertisers and marketers saw this as a brand new platform that
enabled advertisers to connect directly to the consumers. Online advertising now has the highest ad
spending compared to other media. And because of this, other advertising mediums have struggled
to cope with the various developments in technology and changes in the consumerâ€™s behavior
patterns â€“ but not outdoor advertising.

Outdoor advertising is probably the oldest form of advertising and has existed since the times of the
Egyptians. And the great thing about it is that it canâ€™t be ignored or turned off. Therefore it has the
ability to reach a much broader audience than online advertising. But during these modern times, itâ€™s
no longer enough to just post old- fashioned paper or billboards. Outdoor advertisers and Best
Advertising Agencies are spending heavily on new technology and investing on digital media to give
life to the traditional out of home advertising. Itâ€™s simply upgrading the medium to cope up with the
modern consumersâ€™ lifestyle.

These Digital Media can be equipped with 3G sim cards which will allow advertisers to update their
advertisements wirelessly from a central hub. Through this, advertisers are able to create real- time
outdoor advertising which makes advertising more flexible than it was in the past. There are
advertisements that react immediately to events, display a certain message at a certain
temperature, and even ones that has augmented reality. As technologies continue to develop and
find ways to connect the whole world with each other, there might be even better ways to improve
outdoor advertising digitally. Outdoor digital media might even be considered as another branch of
online advertising.

Outdoor digital advertising has the capability to effectively grab the consumerâ€™s attention especially
with its high resolution screen and bright colors. But it will also depend on the quality and relevance
of the content being displayed. It has to be something worth watching for the consumer.

Itâ€™s also not limited to advertising only. It can also be used to disseminate information to the public.
Larger companies are beginning to use digital media to communicate with their staff as well as their
customers. Once an advertisement can get the attention of its audience, it can deliver any message
more effectively.

Outdoor digital advertising allows outdoor advertisers and any  outdoor Advertising Agency to
update campaigns, promote special offers and target location or time based deals with increased
timeliness and precision. This not only demonstrates how effective and flexible outdoor advertising
is but also how easily outdoor ads can be linked to the future.
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